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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF NEARLY COMPACT SPACES 

By Travis Thompson 

1. Introduction 

In this paper nearly compact spaces are characterized using a type of conver

gence for filterbases and nets. AdditionaIIy, Hausdorff nearly compact spaces 

are characterized using the technique of Pi"of. Kasahara (5). A space is said to 
be nearIy compact if and only if each regular-open cover admits a finite subco

ver [7, Theorem 2. 1). Throughout this paper, A w ilI denote the closure of A 

and AO wilI denote the interior. 

2. PreIiminaries 

DEFINITION 1. A fiIterbase ‘중= {Aa} is said to w-converge to a po쩌t X ε X if 

and only if for every regular-open set V containing x there exists an Aa(x) E ‘중 

uch that A_r_,CV. a(x) 

DEFINITION 2. A fiI terbase ‘증= {Aa} is said to ω-accumulate to a þoz"nt x ε x 
if and only if for every regular-open set V containing x, AanV~ø for every 

Aa ε ‘~. 

DEFINITION 3. A net {xa} is said to w-converge (accχ%μlate) to a point x E X 

if and only if {xa} is eventuaIIy (frequently) in every regular-open set containg x. 

It is apparent upon inspection that fiIterbases and nets are “ equivalent" in the 

sense of w-convergence (accumulation). The theorems immediately following are 

easily proven and are stated without proof. 

THEOREM 1. If a filterbase (net) ω-converges to a poiχt x ε X , then d w

accμmχlates to x ε X. 

THEOREM 2. Let ，j강 and ，j종 be tμ10 fUterbases in X wdh ，j종 subordinate to 

‘~， Then zf ，j종 w-accμmμlates to a boint x ε X , ，j쩍- t4!-accztηzulates to x E X. 

THEOREM 3. A maximal f z"lterbase ‘중 μI-accumulates to a point x E X zf and 

only zf ‘~ w-converges to x ε X. 

DEFINITION 4. A function f : X • Y is almost continμoμs if and only if the 
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inverse image of every regular-open set of Y is open in X. (An equivalent de

finition is obtained if one replaces regular-open and open with regular-closed and 

closed. See [8, 1lheorem 22].) 

1lHEOREM 4. A lunctz"on 1 : X • Y z.s almost contz"nuoμs at xEX il and only 
z"f lor eveγ.y net {xa} in X such that {xa} converges to x in the μsμal sense. the 

net {f(xa)} ψ-conνeγges to I(x). 

3. Characterizations of arbitrary nearly compact spaces 

Using the concept of μ'-convergence， the following characterizations are of

fered. 

1lHEOREM 5. For a topologz.cal space. the lollowz.ng are eqμivalent: 
(1) X is neαrly compact. 

(2) 11 {Fa} is a lamily 01 regular-closed sets such that nFa=rþ, then there 

” exists a j{쩌te sμblamily sμ찌 that -되 Fa, =rþ. 

(3) Eνery lilterbase has a ω-accumul atz"on point. 

(4) Every maximal I z"lterbase w-converges to some poz.nt x ε X. 

PROOF. (1~4). Let ‘중= {Aa} be a maximal filterbase such that 중. does not 

w-converge to any point; hence. ‘중 does not w-accumulate to any point. 1lhen 

for every x E X , there exists a regular open set Gx containing x and Aa(x) 든 $ 

such that Aa(x)nGx=rþ. 1lherefore, {Gx} covers X and by hypothesis, there 
n 

exists a finite subcover {G x)

Ao~rþ， AoE ‘중. But 

Since ‘중 is a filterbase, there exists A("\cnA o t=1 a(Xt)’ 

n n n 
’ Ao= Aonx =Aon (섣lGx，) = 섣l(A。nGXl)I섣1(Aa(x‘)nGx) =rþ, 

contradicting the fact that Ao~rþ. 1lherefore. $ must have a w-convergent point, 
and hence must converge by 1lheorem 3. 

(4~3). Every filterbase is contained in a maximal filterbase. 

(3~2). Let {Fa} be a family of regular closed sets such that nFa=rþ. Suppose 
t 

for each finite subfamily, 셀1Fa#· Then ‘종= {all finite intersections of elem-

ents of {F a}} forms a filterbase. By hypothesis, ‘중 w-accumulates to some point 

x。 ε X. Since nFa=rþ, there exists an a(x) such that Xo 풍 F a(x)' 1lherefore. 

x。 ε X - F a(x)' a regular-open set. But since ‘중 w-accumulates to Xo and F a(x) 
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ε ‘!Þ, we must have F a(x) n (X - F a(x)) :;Æ rþ, an impossibility. Therefore, there 

must be a finite subfamily satisfying the finite intersection property. 

(2=>1). Let {V) be a regular-open cover of X. Then n(x-Va)=rþ. Byas 

sumption, there exists a finite subfamily e F 
A 
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THEOREM 6. For a topologz'cal space, the /ollowing are equz'valent: 

(1) X is nea1’ly comþact. 

(2) Eνery net has a w-accumul ation point. 

(3) Every ultra-net has a μ，-convergent point. 

4. Characterizing Hausdorff nearly compact spaces 

We now turn our attention to Hausdorff nearIy compact spaces. 

DEFINITION 5. The graph of a function /:X• Y, denoted GCf), is said to be 
r-closed if and only if for every (x,y) ε XxY such /(x) :;Æy , there exists regular

open sets U and V containing x and y , respectively, such that /(u)nv=rþ. 

THEOREM 7. Let /:X• Y be any /unction between any two topological spaces. 

1/ GCf) z's r-closed, then {(xa,f(xa))} μ，-converging to (x, y) 낌 XxY imPlies 

that /(x)=y. 

PROOF. To the contrary, suppose /(x) :;Æy. Then by hypothesis, there exists 

regular-open sets U and V containing x and y , respectively, such that /(u)nv 

=rþ. Since{(xa,f(xa))} must eventuaIIy be in UxV, we know that {xa} is even
tualIy in U and {f(xa)} is eventuaIIy in V. But {/(xa)} must aIso eventuaIIy be 
in U, an impossibiIity since /(U)nv=rþ. Therefore, /(x)=y. 

It is weII known that a function /:X• Y with a cIosed graph and Y compact 

is necessarily continuous. FolIowing is the analogue to this result. 

THEOREM 8. Let /: X • Y be a /unction μ，ith an r-closed graph. 1/ Y z's nearly 

compact, then / z's alηwst contz'nμous. 

PROOF. Let KCY be a regular-cIosed set. Let x e/-\K). Then there exists 
a net {x)C/-1(K) such that {xa} converges to x. Since {f(xa)} ζK， {f(xa)} 

w-accumulates to some point y ε Y by near compactness (Theorem 6). Therefore, 

{(xa'/(xa))} w-accumulates to the point (x,y) E XXY. Since there exists a sub-
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net of {(xa.!(xa))} that μ'-converges to (x,y), we have by Theorem 7 that 

I(x)=y- If y롤K， then y ε Y-K， a regular-open set. But {f(xa)}CK, hence 

cannot be frequently in Y - K. Therefore, y ε K , x ε1-1(K) ， and 1 is almost 

continuous. 

We now modify the technique of Prof. Kasahara in order to characterize 

Hausdorff nearly compact spaces. Let .9’ denote the class ofspaces containing the 

class of Hausdorff completely normal and fully normal spaces. 

THEOREM 9. A H aμsdo짜f space Y ~'s nearly compact ~f and only ~f lor every 

sþace X ε .9', each luncUon I:X• Y wz'th an r-closed graph is almost conünuous. 

PROOF. In view of Theorem 8, only necessity remains to be proven. 

Suppose Y is not nearly compact. Then by Theorem 6, there exists a net {y) 
in Y with no w-accumulation point. Let D be the directed set associated with 

{ya} and form the set X=DU {∞}， ∞ 훌 D. Define T a= U {b ε Dlb늘a}. We now 

topologize X by declaring the open sets to be any subset of D and sets of the 

form TaU{∞};i.e. ， ‘9"(D)U{TaU{∞}}. Let y。 ε Y be an arbitrary point and 

define 1 as follows: 

l(x)=Ya' if x=a εD 

=Yo' if x=∞. 

We proceed to show that 1 has an r-closed graphbut is not almost continuou~. 

Let (x,y) εxxY such that I(x)~y. First, suppose x~∞. By the Hausdorff 

property, there exists a regular-open set V such that y ε v, I(x) 줄 V. Then, 
since {x} is a regular-open set, we have 1({x})nv=CÞ. Nowassume x=∞. Since 

the net {Ya} does not ψ-accumulate to y 드 Y , this implies the existence of a 

regular open set V containing Y and not containing I(x) such that {ya} is even

tually outside of V; i. e. , there exists a b ε D such that Tbnv=CÞ. Since TbU 

{∞} is a regular open set, we have 1(1μJ{∞} ) n V =cþ. Hence, G(f) is r-closed. 

The identity map i: D• DCX is a net in X converging to ∞ in the usual sense. 

But it is now quite obvious that the image of this net, namely {Ya}, does not 

w-converge to yo' Therefore, by Theorem 4, 1 is not almost continuous, and the 

theorem follows from contraposition. 

The University of Arkansas 
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